and immunohistochemical and molecular diagnosis. The present updated guidelines are reflective of current clinicopathological studies, and include a novel 7-point baseline sampling protocol, which stipulate that at least four tissue specimens should be sampled at the junction of the tumor and adjacent liver tissues in a 1:1 ratio at the 12, 3, 6 and 9 o'clock reference positions. For the purposes of molecular pathological examination, at least one specimen should be sampled at the intratumoral zone, but more specimens should be sampled for tumors harboring different textures or colors. Specimens should be sampled at both adjacent and distant peritumoral liver tissues or the tumor margin in order to observe MVI, satellite nodules and dysplastic foci/nodules distributed throughout the background liver tissues. Complete sampling of whole SHCC ≤ 3 cm should be performed to assess its biological behavior, and in clinical practice, therapeutic borders should be also preserved, even in SHCC. The diagnostic criteria of MVI and satellite nodules, immunohistochemical panels, as well as molecular diagnostic principles, such as clonal typing, for recurrent HCC and multinodule HCC were also proposed and recommended. The standardized process of pathological examination is aimed at ensuring the accuracy of pathological PLC diagnoses as well as providing a valuable frame of reference for the clinical assessment of tumor invasive potential, the risk of postoperative recurrence, long-term survival, and the development of individualized treatment regimens. The updated guidelines could ensure the accuracy of pathological diagnoses of PLC, and provide a valuable frame of reference for its clinical assessment.
INTRODUCTION
Primary liver cancers mainly refer to malignancies that originate from hepatocytes hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), which account for the majority of PLC, and intrahepatic cholangiocytes intrahepatic cholangio carcinoma (ICC). PLC ranks as the second leading cause of cancer death worldwide, among which HCC is one of the most lethal malignancies because of its high morbidity and mortality, as well as aggressiveness. An estimated 782500 new PLC cases and 745500 deaths occurred worldwide during 2012, with China alone accounting for about 50% of the total number of cases and deaths [1] . In China, current trends in the crude incidence and mortality of PLC are 28.71/100000 and 26.04/100000, respectively, making it the fourth most common cancer and the second leading cause of cancer relateddeath [2] . Hepatic pathology is a foundational subject in the field of hepatic surgery, the preferred firstline treatment for PLC. In an effort to ensure the accuracy of pathological diagnosis, a standardized process of pathological examination is required to provide a valuable frame of reference for the clinical assessment of the risk of postoperative recurrence, longterm prognosis, as well as individualized treatment regimens. However, most current practice guidelines for PLC focus on the clinical treatment [3, 4] . To our best knowledge, no consensus guidelines for the pathological diagnosis of PLC have ever been published. The lack of such guide lines has led to many contradictions and inconsistencies in the pathological characteristics and diagnostic criteria for PLC. To address this gap, Chinese pathologists developed an expert consensus on the pathological diagnosis of PLC in 2010 [5] . Since the development of these guidelines, much progress in the clinical management and pathological assessment of PLC has yielded many new concepts, such as tumor heterogeneity, pathobiological chara cteristics, molecular classification, personalized therapy and precision medicine, etc. The inclusion of these new concepts has become the cornerstone for the clinical management of PLC, placing greater demands on more stringent criteria and standards for hepatic pathological diagnosis. Therefore, in April 18, 2014 , under the guidance of renowned academicians Prof. Wu MengChao, Prof. Tang Zhaoyou and Prof. Liu TongHua, a Guideline Committee consisting of 40 specialists (supplementary materials) from Chinese Pathology, Surgery, Hepatology and Oncology Societies was created for the formulation of updated guidelines for the standardization of the pathological diagnosis of PLC.
The principal goals of the Guideline Committee include (1) incorporating the results of worldwide clinicopathological studies in PLC over the past 5 years according to the Evaluation Criteria of Grades of Evidence recommended by the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases guideline (Table 1 ) [6] ; (2) accepting the comments and suggestions of experts in hepatic pathology, surgery and oncology; (3) responding to the clinical concerns for improving the therapeutic efficacy for PLC; and (4) creating guidelines for the standardized pathological diagnosis of PLC. To meet these goals, the Guideline Committee organized several seminars for guideline formulation, mainly focusing on the following topics: gross specimen sampling, concepts and diagnostic criteria of small HCC (SHCC), microvascular invasion (MVI), satellite nodules, immunohistochemical and molecular diagnosis. The final version of the 2015 guidelines was approved at the last Guideline Committee meeting, which was held in February 1, 2015 in Shanghai, China.
GENERAL PATHOLOGY

Sample collection, fixation and processing
Peritumoral zones are representative of tumor heterogeneity in that they are rich in highly invasive cells, susceptible to the formation of MVI and satellite nodules and, therefore, more likely to impact liver cancer metastasis, postoperative recurrence and prognosis [7, 8] . Therefore, sampling around the periphery of tumor tissues is critical for objectively evaluating the biological behaviors of PLC. Specifically, a 7-point baseline sample collection protocol is recommended ( Figure 1 ). (1) At least four tissue specimens should be sampled at the junction of the tumor and adjacent liver tissues in a 1:1 ratio at the 12 (A), 3 (B), 6 (C) and 9 (D) o'clock positions; (2) for the purpose of molecular pathological examination, at least one specimen should be sampled at the intratumoral zone (E), but more specimens should be sampled for tumors harboring different textures or colors; (3) specimens should be sampled from both adjacent peritumoral liver tissues (F, ≤ 1 cm from the tumor capsule) and distant peritumoral liver tissues (G, > 1 cm from the tumor capsule) or the tumor margin in order to observe MVI, satellite nodules and dysplastic foci/nodules distributed throughout the background liver tissues; and (4) Tissue blocks should be approximately 1.5 cm 2.0 cm × 1.0 cm × 0.3 cm in size and marked according to their sampling sites.
Regarding tissue fixation, the following reco mmendations were made to assure the quality of the tissues for pathological and immunopathological examination [9] .
(1) The surgeons should fill an Application Form of Pathological Examination describing the clinical diagnosis, location and type of lesions and number of tissues. The surgical margin, suspected lesions, important vessels and bile duct margin Health Organization (WHO), ICCs are classified as massforming, periductalinfiltrating, and intraductal growth [14] . Although some studies considered that patient outcomes might not be impacted as tumors reach > 5 cm in size [15] , discerning the presence of SHCC is important in the early diagnosis and therapy initiation for patients with liver cancer as it is a key step in the development and progression of HCC. However, the definition of SHCC varies greatly by international criteria from 2 cm to 5 cm in diameter [15] . Studies indicating that HCC growing near to or larger than 3 cm in diameter is an important turning point in the transformation of a tumor from having relatively benign features to more aggressive behaviors [16, 17] . Furthermore, the unique genetic changes in those SHCC ≤ 3 cm in diameter during the early stage have been reported [18, 19] . More data indicated that patients with tumors > 3 cm have an increased risk for MVI, satellite nodules, as well as poor prognosis [17, 20] .
Specifically, the overall postoperative 5year survival and recurrencefree survival of patients with SHCC ≤ 3 cm are 67.8% and 52%, respectively, which are significantly higher than that of 42.3% and 29.3% in patients with HCC > 3 cm, respectively (P < 0.001) [17, 21] . Moreover, up to now, most studies on patients with SHCC ≤ 2 cm are based on multicenter joint studies with longterm data collection because too few surgical cases in a single center exist. At present, there are almost no systematic studies or knowledge based on a large series of cases that describe the pathobiological characteristics of SHCC ≤ 2 cm [16, 19, 22] .
Recommendations: (1) SHCC of ≤ 3 cm is frequently welldifferentiated with expansive growth, and has a low risk for MVI and satellite nodules [17] , which is suggestive of a relatively benign biological behavior in the progression to malignancy and is the basis of radical therapy. Thus, radical therapy should be initiated at an early stage before the tumor becomes highly invasive (B, I); and (2) in a small number of cases, SHCC may be poorly differentiated, invasive, or containing MVI and satellite nodules, which is indicative of highly malignant behavior. Given the heterogeneity of HCC, complete sampling of SHCC ≤ 3 cm should be performed to assess its biological behavior, and in surgical practice, therapeutic borders should also be preserved, even in SHCC (B, I).
Description of microscopic characteristics
Previous studies have described the analysis of microscopic tissue characteristics that include the following [14, 23] : (1) (2) to maximally preserve the integrity of intracellular nucleic acids and proteins for avoiding autocytolysis, tumor specimens should be transferred to the Department of Pathology as soon as possible after resection, ideally within 30 min after surgical removal for sectioning and fixation [10] ; (3) the fresh specimens should be cut consecutively into 1cm thick multiple sections at the maximal diameter; a portion should remain unfixed fresh or cryopreserved for molecular examination; and (4) at room temperature, tissues should be fixed in a neutral formalin solution (v:v, 1:4-5) for 12-24 h and embedded in paraffin. Sections of 5μm thickness should be cut from each block and stained with hematoxylin and eosin for histological examination [11] .
Recommendations: (1) Hepatic tumor samples should be collected using the 7point baseline sampling protocol; (2) the location and number of liver tissues collected should be determined as appropriate according to the size, shape and number of the liver tumors as well as the adjacent liver tissues; (3) because the detection rate of MVI and satellite nodules is related to the extent of adjacent liver tissues, it is necessary to describe the size of the adjacent liver tissues, and the suspected lesions should be sampled after reviewing several sections (C, I); and (4) when the tumor tissue is close to the surgical margin, sampling should be done at the region vertical to the margin closest to the cancer. When the tumor tissue is far away from the surgical margin, sampling should be done parallel to the surgical margin. The status of the surgical margin should be determined using the section with maximal area (C, I).
Description of macroscopic characteristics and clinical significance of SHCC
In the description of general hepatic tissue chara cteristics, pathologists should emphasize the size, number, color and texture of the tumor, its relationship with blood vessels and the bile duct, tumor capsule, tumor involvement, peripheral liver lesions, type of hepatic cirrhosis, the shortest distance between the tumor and surgical margin, and the status of the surgical margin. For tumor tissues with atypical morphology, the tissues should be photographed. Gross classification of HCC may reference the criteria developed by the Chinese Pathology Working Group for Liver Cancer [12] , and the Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Primary Liver Cancer (2011 Edition) proposed by the Chinese Minister of Health [13] , in which a single tumor ≤ 1 cm in diameter is defined as microtumor, and a single tumor from > 1 cm to ≤ 3 cm in diameter is defined as SHCC. According to the classification system proposed by the World of HCC as assessed by the EdmondsonSteiner four grading system; (4) the area and severity of tumor necrosis (e.g., interventional therapy), lymphocyte infiltration and interstitial fibrosis; (5) adenocarcinoma is the most common histological type of ICC, although it may also present in other special histological and cell types and its differentiation degree can be classified as well, intermediate and poor; (6) tumor growth patterns, including peritumoral invasion, capsule invasion, MVI and satellite nodules; and (7) the presence of chronic liver disease, such as chronic hepatitis or hepatic cirrhosis. Although there are many systems for grading and staging chronic viral hepatitis [2429] , a simple histologic scoring system is recommended for routine pathological diagnosis, such as the Scheuer scoring system, etc. Further more, Masson's trichrome staining and reticular fiber staining can be routinely undertaken to assess the degrees of hepatic fibrosis and lobule reconstruction, respectively [30] .
Description of precancerous lesions
The main types of precancerous HCC lesions include the following [23, 31, 32] : liver cell dysplasia, dysplastic foci, lowgrade dysplastic nodule (LGDN), and highgrade dysplastic nodule (HGDN). Liver cell dysplasia refers to either large cellular changes, including increased cellular and nuclear volumes, nuclear pleomorphism, hyperchromatic chromatin and multinucleation, and small cellular changes, including decreased cell volume, increased nucleartocytoplasm ratio with mild pleomorphism and hyperchromasia, but showing crowded nuclei. Dysplastic foci are lesions that are ≤ 1.0 mm in diameter and commonly composed of hepatocytes with small cell changes. LGDN is a nodule mainly comprising large cellular changes without obvious atypia, isolated interstitial arteries, or expansive growth patterns. In contrast, HGDN is composed of small cellular changes with increased atypia, isolated interstitial arteries, and expansive growth. "Noduleinnodule" is used to describe a focal malignant lesion occurring within a HGDN. According to the WHO classification system, hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) can be classified into four molecular pathological subtypes, including hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 αinactivated HCA, βcateninactivated HCA, inflammatory HCA and unclassified HCA, among which, βcateninactivated HCA may have a higher risk of malignant transformation [23, 31, 32] . The main types of precancerous lesions in ICC include biliary intraepithelial neoplasia (BilIN) and intraductal papillary biliary neoplasm (IPBN), as well as others [14] . BilIN is usually graded as BilIN1 (low grade lesions), BilIN2 (intermediategrade lesions), and BilIN3 (highgrade lesions or carcinoma in situ), according to the degree of nuclear atypia observed in biliary epithelial cells. IPBN refers to tubular papillary tumors with growth confined to the bile duct lumen. In addition, IPBN may have BilIN with different grades. Along with BilIN and IPBN, other types of precancerous lesions in ICC include mucinous cystic neoplasms and biliary hamartomas harboring a high degree of BilIN, which may also correlate with increased risk of ICC.
Recommendations:
It is important to conduct a differential diagnosis between HGDN and well differentiated SHCC, the latter of which may manifest morphologically as varying degrees of increased cellular density and nucleartocytoplasmic ratio, widened trabecular space, pseudoglandular structures, infiltrative growth, increased MVD as assessed by CD34 staining, higher Ki67 index, and positive expression of p53 and glypican3 (GPC3), etc (B, I).
PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF MVI
MVI is also known as microvascular cancer embolus and refers to the cancer cell nest in vessels lined with endothelial cells. The incidence of MVI in liver cancer patients ranges from 15% to 57.1% [33] , which may be partly ascribed to differences in the sample collection protocol and diagnostic criteria between studies. MVI is most frequently found in the small branches of the portal vein in the adjacent liver tissues (including vessels of the cancer capsule) because these vessels are the major ones exiting the tumor, as the portal vein shows disordered hemodynamics [34, 35] . Branches of the hepatic vein are the secondary vessels exiting the tumor and may also develop MVI. Occasionally, the hepatic tumor may invade the hepatic artery, bile duct and lymphatic vessels, which should be reported independently [33, 36] . To differentiate the vascular nature of the tumor, immunohistochemistry may be performed to examine the expression of CD34 (vascular endothelium), smooth muscle αactin (vascular smooth muscle), elastic fibers (elastic fiber layer of tiny blood vessel wall) and D240 (lymphatic endothelium). Clinical studies indicate that MVI is related to poor prognosis in patients with HCC, including increased risk for postoperative recurrence and reduced longterm survival. In patients with HCC, a correlation between higher MVI grade and shorter disease-specific survival and recurrencefree survival has been noted [37] . In a systemic review that included 20 observational studies of patients undergoing liver transplantation (LT), the presence of MVI shortened their 3year diseasefree survival [RR = 3.41 (2.055.7)] and 3year overall survival [RR = 2.41 (1.723.37)] [33] . A similar correlation between MVI and poor prognosis was also observed in patients with SHCC of ≤ 3 cm [38] . Furthermore, Pawlik et al [39] found that the occurrence of MVI was positively correlated with the size of HCC, suggesting that the size and number of tumors are important predictive indices for MVI. Furthermore, Roayaie et al [40] found that vascular smooth muscle involvement of MVI and > 5 MVIs were closely related Cong WM et al . Pathological guidelines of primary liver cancer to postoperative recurrence, and MVI located > 1 cm away from the adjacent liver tissues was associated with postoperative survival [41] . There is also evidence showing that the presence of ≥ 50 loosely suspended cancer cells in MVI is closely related to the prognosis of patients with PLC. In contrast, the presence of < 50 loosely suspended cells in the lumen should be described in the report sheet and may be indicative of a low risk for recurrence [34] .
Recommendations
MVI is an independent prognostic marker for HCC patients (A, I) ; therefore, its presence should be evaluated in all tissue sections and graded according to the risk stratification based upon the number and distribution as follows: M0: no MVI; M1 (lowrisk): MVI of < 5 and at ≤ 1 cm away from the adjacent liver tissues; and M2 (highrisk): MVI of > 5 or at > 1 cm away from the adjacent liver tissues (B, I).
PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SATELLITE NODULES
Satellite nodules refer to the macroscopic or micro scopic tumor cell nests located around or near, but separated from the main tumor with similar histological features as observed in the primary tumor. Generally, satellite nodules are derived from MVI. While difficult to distinguish from each other histologically, a diagnosis of satellite nodules is appropriate.
Studies show that the maximum micrometastasis spread distance (MMSD) in the distal area was < 3 cm in 92.3% of HCCs, and the MMSD in the proximal edge was < 1.5 cm in 91.7% of HCCs, suggesting that this area is important for pathological diagnosis and therapy [42] . Lim et al [15] found that the incidence of satellite nodules was 7% and 23% in patients with HCC of < 5 cm and > 5 cm, respectively, indicating that satellite nodules were a factor predicting poor overall survival. Moreover, the presence of satellite nodules is also an important predictor of postoperative recurrence [42] . The presence of MVI and satellite nodules may also provide a reference for the selection of clinical therapeutic modules. For example, Meniconi et al [43] found that in the absence of MVI and satellite nodules in the first resected HCC, a second hepatectomy or radiofrequency ablation for early intrahepatic recurrence predicted a better overall survival as compared to hepatic arterial chemoembolization.
Recommendations
Pathological diagnosis of satellite nodules should include the following pathological parameters [44] : (1) number; (2) distribution and extent; and (3) presence of cancerous nodes in the distant adjacent liver tissues, including multinodular HCC (MNHCC), which may represent either intrahepatic metastases or de novo HCC arising from a polycentric origin. Molecular cloning detection may then be helpful to elucidate the origin of the satellite nodules (B, I).
PROCESSING OF LIVER TISSUES COLLECTED BY LIVER BIOPSY
Regarding the diagnosis of hepatic spaceoccupying lesions, a 16gauge puncture needle is usually used to obtain a biopsy specimen containing junctional areas between the tumor and peritumoral zones or one from each zone. A relatively longer biopsy sample is required for the assessment of the degree of hepatic fibrosis or cirrhosis in the setting of chronic viral hepatitis. The appropriate tissue length should be longer than 1.5 cm and fixed with 10% neutral buffered formalin for 12 h, and ≥ 6 intermittent and consecutive sliced tissue sections should be placed on each slide for pathological evaluation [45, 46] .
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DIAGNOSIS
For HCC, commonly used immunohistochemical markers for diagnosis include hepatocyte paraffin-1 (Hep Par-1), GPC3, CD34, polyclonal carcinoembryonic antigen (pCEA), CD10, arginase1, heat shock protein70, and glutamine synthetase [31, 47, 48] . Although Hep Par1, CD10, arginase1 and pCEA are hepatocyte specific antigens, they cannot be used to distinguish benign and malignant hepatocellular tumors [47] . For the immunohistochemical diagnosis of ICC, staining with antibodies specific for biliary cytokeratins, such as CK19, CK7 and mucin1, is commonly employed. The diagnosis of dual phenotype HCC (DPHCC), a new highly aggressive subtype of HCC, is generally characterized by the expression of both HCC and ICC biomarkers [7, 49] , and the diagnosis of DPHCC can only be made by immunohistochemical detection.
Although some reported biomarkers may aid in the evaluation and prediction of certain biological features of liver cancer, including risk for invasiveness, recurrence and longterm survival [50, 51] , but further studies are required to confirm their clinical importance in multiple patient populations.
Recommendations
(1) Currently used biomarkers for liver cancer are somewhat imperfect in their diagnostic specificity and sensitivity; thus, a biomarker panel in combination with other tissuespecific markers could represent a useful tool for diagnosis and differential diagnosis between benign and malignant hepatocellular tumors, HCC and ICC, other specific types of hepatic tumors, and primary and metastatic liver cancer (B, I); and (2) although immunohistochemical staining for CD34 does not directly label hepatic parenchymal cells, it is valuable for determining the extent of MVD and examining its unique distribution pattern in different liver tumors. For instance, a diffuse staining pattern is indicative for HCC, a scattered staining pattern for ICC, a patchy staining pattern for HCA, and a cordlike staining pattern for focal nodular hyperplasia, etc (B, I).
MOLECULAR PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS
Development of molecular classification techniques, including the detection of molecular targets and assessment of clonal origin, represents a promising new development in the field. Although many new systems based on molecular typing and predictive biomarkers have been reported in the literature [52] , validation of their clinical significance is still required through the use of controlled studies across multiple centers with large sample sizes. Specifically, the selection, detection and clinical significance of molecular targets for targeted drug therapy for PLC are still under investigation, but the results of preliminary clinical trials are worthy of high expectations [53, 54] . Regarding risk evaluation of precancerous lesions, molecular identification may be better suited than histopathological evaluation to detect the genomic instability for hepatocarcinogenesis and impact of clinical treatment modalities for patients with precancerous lesions, such as HGDN and HCA [55] . Molecular pathology detection is conducive to optimization and choice of clinical treatment modalities [56] . Postoperative recurrence of HCC (RHCC) seriously restricts the longterm curative effect of HCC treat ments. Based on the clonal origin theory, a RHCC may originate from either a monocentric (monoclonal) origin or multicentric (polyclonal) origin. Theoretically, interventional therapy and targeted drug therapy are more suitable for RHCC that originate from residual cancer cells (monoclonal origin) after initial tumor resection, while repeated resections or liver transplantation are more appropriate for RHCC of multicentric origin that resembles a new primary tumor arising from a de novo tumor clone [57] . However, due to longterm "latency" and "dormancy" of residual cancer cells left in the liver after resection, monoclonal recurrence may occur even in the socalled "late period" (> 2 years) after surgical resection, clinically coinciding with a special period for RHCC derived from multicentric origins [58] . Although other researchers have proposed histological criteria for the clonal evaluation of RHCC [59] , the accuracy of such morphological criteria requires further validation of the molecular detection.
The clonal origin theory of RHCC is also applicable to MNHCC. Finkelstein et al [60] reported that posto perative survival after LT was significantly better in patients with multicentric MNHCC than in those with monocentric MNHCC, indicating that genotyping has the potential to serve as a reference for LT recipient screening and prognostic evaluation. Gehrau et al [61] also recommended a diagnostic and therapeutic roadmap based on the clonal detection of MNHCC that would assist with patient selection for LT. Specifically, patients with MNHCC derived from multicentric origins could be ranked in the waiting lists to receive a LT, while those patients with monocentric MNHCC would be better suited for interventional treatment or targeted drug therapy using sorafenib [61] .
Recommendation
Evaluating the clonal origins of RHCC and MNHCC is vital to developing individualized therapeutic regimens and subsequently improving longterm clinical outcomes. Therefore, assessing the clonal origins of RHCC and MNHCC using molecular cloning methods may provide objective references for the formulation of individualized therapy plans (B, I).
CONCLUSION
A standardized pathological diagnostic process is the first precondition required for a correct pathological diagnosis, scientific clinical decisionmaking and precision treatment of PLC from the origin. Considering the high prevalence of PLC worldwide, especially in China, we report updated guidelines for pathological diagnosis of PLC, which includes standardized guidelines for specimen fixation, 7point baseline sampling protocol and examination, a grading system for MVI in a routine pathology diagnosis, and immunohistochemical diagnostic panels, as well as molecular diagnostic principles, such as the importance of clonal typing of RHCC and MNHCC for determining therapeutic strategy and evaluating clinical prognosis.
